We propose a general method for constructing boundary integrable Gaudin models associated with (twisted) affine algebras G (k) (k = 1, 2), where G is a simple Lie algebra or superalgebra. Many new integrable Gaudin models with boundaries are constructed using this approach.
I Introduction
In [1] , Gaudin proposed a quantum integrable model describing N spin 1/2 particles with long-range interactions. Due to its simplicity, the Gaudin model was used as a testing ground for the ideas such as the functional Bethe ansatz and general procedure of separation of variables [2, 3, 4] . It has also been found that the model has some important applications in quantum optics.
The algebra associated with the model proposed by Gaudin is Lie algebra sl(2). Gaudin's work was later generalized by several authors and integrable Gaudin models based on other Lie algebras were constructed. Two different but equivalent approaches emerged in dealing with the quantum integrability of the Gaudin models. One was proposed by Jurco [5] , who revealed the close connection between Gaudin models and the classical Yang-Baxter equations. Another was due to Hikami, Kulish and Wadati [6] , who showed that corresponding to every quantum R-matrix satisfying the so-called regularity and the quasiclassical property there is an integrable Gaudin model.
On the other hand, in recent years there has been considerable interests in integrable systems with boundary terms. A boundary QISM for treating such models was formulated by Sklyanin [7] for R-matrices with certain properties. This approach was generalized to other systems with R-matrices satisfying weaker conditions [8, 9] . An important new ingredient in the boundary QISM is the reflection equations and boundary K-matrices which are solutions to the reflection equations. Every boundary K-matrix defines an integrable boundary condition. A wide class of boundary K-matrices associated with simple Lie (super)algebras have been constructed.
Boundary Gaudin magnet associated with spin 1/2 representation of A
1 has been investigated by Hikami [10] . Here we present a systematic construction of boundary integrable Gaudin models associated with any (twisted) affine Lie (super)algebras. Our formalism works for all R-matrices with certain specified properties. Using this approach, many new Gaudin model Hamiltonians with boundaries are explicitly constructed. For the boundary Gaudin models based on the minimal representations of A (1) 1 and A (2) 2 , we also present their Bethe ansatz solutions. This paper is organized in the following order. In section 2, we describe our general method for constructing integrable Gaudin models with boundaries. Using this formalism we present, in section 3, explicit expressions of boundary Gaudin model Hamiltonians associated with (i) the spin 1/2 and 1 R-matrices of A (1) 1 , (ii) the A (2) 2 R-matrix in the fundamental representation, (iii) the R-matrix of Baxter's 8-vertex model, (iv) the 15 vertex R-matrices respectively corresponding to the 3-dimensional representations of affine superalgebra gl(2|1) (1) . In section 4 we derive the Bethe ansatz equations for the boundary Gaudin models based on the spin 1/2 representation of A 
2 . In section 5 we give some discussions on our results.
II General Results
Let V be a finite-dimensional Z 2 graded linear space and R ∈ End(V ⊗V ) be a solution to the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (QYBE),
(II.1)
Here R jk (u) denotes the matrix acting on the j-th and k-th spaces as R(u), and on the remaining space as an identity. The tensor product should be understood in the graded sense, that is the multiplication rule for any homogeneous elements x, y,
where [x] stands for the grading of element x: i.e. [x] = 0 if x is bosonic and [x] = 1 if it is fermionic. Let P be the graded permutation operator in
[y] (y ⊗ x) for all homogeneous x, y ∈ V and R 21 = P 12 R 12 P 12 . In the following, we consider R-matrices which enjoy the following properties:
(ii) Crossing-unitarity :
Here st i denotes the supertransposition taken in the i-th space,
η is a crossing parameter and M is a diagonal matrix satisfying
For R-matrices derived from quantum affine (super)algebras, M = π V (q 2ρ ) or π V (q −2ρ ), depending on the coproduct chosen, where π V stands for the representation supplied by V and ρ is the half-sum of positive roots of the algebras. It was shown [9] that all R-matrices associated with finite-dimensional representations of affine (super)algebras
With the help of R-matrices, we form the monodromy matrix T (u) for an inhomogeneous N-site spin chain
One may show that such T (u) also satisfies the QYBE,
Integrable open chains are constructed as follows. We consider boundary K-matrices satisfying the reflection equations (REs)
It turns out that there is an isomorphism between the two REs for K + (u) and K − (u):
It is easy to check that the operator U(u) defined by
satisfies the first RE in (II.8):
Following Sklyanin [7] , we define the transfer matrix for the inhomogeneous open spin chain by
where str 0 denotes the supertrace over the auxiliary superspace V 0 . Using the REs, one can show that the transfer matrix τ (u) constitutes a one-parameter commuting family,
Now we claim that the transfer matrix τ (u) at u = z j may be expressed as
(II.14)
where
The proof is as follows. Using the regularity: R 0j (u = 0) = P 0j , and the identity P 0j A 0 P 0j = A j for any A ∈ End(V ), we have from (II.12)
(II.15)
Using the QYBE, which may be written on V ⊗N as
and the unitarity property of R-matrices, we see that (II.15) gives rise to (II.14).
The quasi-classical property of R-matrices suggests that one may expand the transfer matrix τ (z j ) in the powers of η at η = 0:
The first term τ (z j )| η=0 is a c-number function of z j . The proof is as follows. From (II.14) and the quasi-classical property, we have
Here,
Hence,
1 due to the fact that the K-matrix satisfies the unitariy relation
Now if we identify ∂ ∂η τ (z j )| η=0 with the local Hamiltonian H j of a boundary Gaudin model, i.e. Remarks: In many cases, the REs have trivial solutions
For such solutions,
We can show that for R-matrices R(u) arising from finite-dimensional representations of a quantum affine (super)algebra,
is some c-number function of u. This traces back to the fact that str 0 (MP j0 R j,0 (2u)) = str 0 (MŘ j,0 (2u)) is the central element of the corresponding non-affine algebra. Thus the transfer matrix corresponding to the trivial solutions (II.21) reduces to
III Gaudin Models with Boundaries
Let us give a few examples to illustrate the general scheme established in the last section. We will only consider boundary Gaudin models with boundary terms described by diagonal K-matrices, although our formalism also applies to boundary Gaudin systems given by non-diagonal K-matrices.
III.1 Boundary Gaudin model based on spin 1/2 representation of A
The simplest example is provided by taking the R-matrix of the spin 1/2 representation of A
1 ,
The REs have constant solutions [8] :
The boundary Gaudin Hamiltonian H j corresponding to these constant K-matrices is
where σ We now consider the second example by taking the Fateev-Zamolodchikov R-matrix which corresponds to the spin 1 representation of A
1 , 
The REs do not have constant solutions. So we consider diagonal solutions. It is shown that the diagonal K-matrix has the form [11]
where ξ is a parameter. Its corresponding dual reflection K-matrix is
. (III.6) By using (II.14) and (II.17) we obtain the boundary Gaudin model Hamiltonian corresponding to the diagonal K-matrices,
where s ± and s z are the spin 1 generators for Lie algebra sl (2) 
III.3 Boundary Gaudin model based on A (2) 2
We consider the R-matrix associated with A
2 in the fundamental representation. This gives the simplest example corresponding to a twisted affine algebra. The R-matrix takes the form 
where 
We construct Gaudin model with boundary terms defined by these constant K-matrices. After some algebraic manipulations, we derive the boundary Gaudin model Hamiltonian
III.4 Boundary Gaudin model associated with Baxter's 8-vertex R-matrix
In this subsection, we derive boundary XY Z-type Gaudin model. We take Baxter's 8-vertex R-matrix,
Here sn(u) ≡ sn(u; κ) is the Jacobi elliptic function of modules κ, 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1. The diagonal boundary K-matrix is [12]
where ξ is a parameter. The dual K-matrix can be obtained by using the isomorphism (M = 1 in this case)
Then, the boundary XY Z-type Gaudin model Hamiltonian H j corresponding to the diagonal K-matrices is given by
(III.17)
Here we have used the following basic relations between elliptic functions sn(u), cn(u) and dn(u),
III.5 Boundary Gaudin model based on gl(2|1) (1) We consider the 15-vertex R-matrix associated with the 3-dimensional representation of gl(2|1) (1) . We choose Fermionic, Fermionic and Bosonic (FFB) grading for the 3-dimensional representation space. The R-matrix in this grading reads 
It can be shown that the REs have constant solutions [13] 
We construct Gaudin model with boundary terms defined by such constant K-matrices. It can be shown that the boundary Gaudin model Hamiltonian has the form In the fundamental representation, they take the form, Thus we can rewrite the above Hamiltonian as
IV Bethe ansatz equations
Having constructed several new integrable Gaudin models with boundaries, we now discuss their Bethe ansatz solutions. Hamiltonians derived in last section may be diagonalized by using the algebraic or analytical Bethe ansatz approaches. For the spin 1/2 boundary Gaudin model based on A
1 , the eigenvalue of the transfer matrix is found to be given by (IV.28) Therefore, the eigenvalues E j of the Hamiltonian and the Bethe ansatz equations of the boundary A
1 Gaudin model are given by
respectively. Similarly, we may obtain the eigenvalue of the transfer matrix for the boundary A 
V Conclusion
We have proposed a general method for constructing integrable Gaudin models with boundaries. Our approach works for all R-matrices with the properties specified in section 2, i.e. (i) unitarity, (ii) crossing-unitarity, (iii) regularity and (iv) quasi-classical property. As all R-matrices associated with finite-dimensional representations of quantum affine (super)algebras enjoy these properties [9] , so our formalism can be used to construct boundary Gaudin models based on any affine (super)algebras.
We have applied our general formalism to construct several new integrable Gaudin models with boundary interactions specified by diagonal or constant K-matrices. Moreover, the boundary Gaudin models associated with A (1) 1 and A (2) 2 are diagonalized using the Bethe ansatz method.
